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It’s an honor to come here and to share some of my
entrepreneurial experiences with you today.
Professor Swab called and invited me to visit your class. I
had met him briefly many months before. I thought, I would
get on the Internet and Google him and see what I can find
out about his history.
I pulled up some information and was looking at it. It said
that he went to Penn State for four years. I thought, well,
that’s pretty impressive. Then I got out my glasses and put
them on and it says, no, he was in the “State Penn” for four
years.

All kidding aside, it is an honor to be here. I see a lot of
future entrepreneurs in the audience. I would like to tell
everybody my background and share some of my
experiences.
You have heard of Jan Mickelson with WHO Radio in Des
Moines, Iowa. He does a talk show every morning for two to
three hours. He called me live on the air some time back to
do an interview. He said, “I see on here that you are from
Atlantic, Iowa.”

Bite off more than you can
chew. Chew it!

A faint heart never won a fair
maiden.

You never get rewarded for
the things you intend to do.

(Does anybody know where Atlantic Iowa is?) I said, “yes”,
and he said, “Well, I am from Harlan, 30 miles from there.
(I know Jan; he always likes to get combative with his
guests.) When he said he was from Harlan, I said, “I am
glad you told me that in advance Jan, I will talk real slow for
you now.” He said, “Oh, this is going to be fun.”
I was supposed to be on the air ten minutes, and we just
started going back and forth and it ended up being well over
an hour that we were on. “All right,” he said, “you must be
pretty smart, and you have all these inventions.” I said,
“Well, I will tell you how smart I am. I graduated from
Atlantic High School, second in my class (from the bottom).
I said. “I got straight Ds and Fs and the only time I got that
D is when I copied off a buddy of mine.”
Basically that’s a true story. I have never been to college.
After I got out of high school, I got married, had kids, and
realized that when I was in school, maybe I should have
cracked a book. I didn’t learn anything. So I started picking
up books and tapes; all to do with motivation and positive
thinking, anything to try to get some knowledge.
I would listen to all of these different tapes on positive
thinking. One of the books that I picked up and read well
over 40 years ago was a book called “Think & Grow Rich”
by Napoleon Hill. I don’t know if anybody has ever heard of
it or not, but that book was the pioneer in anything to do
with achieving success. Mr. Hill spent 20 years researching
the lives and methods of Thomas Edison, Henry Ford,
Charles Schwab and countless others. Andrew Carnegie, the
richest man in the world at the time was the one that
commissioned Napoleon Hill to write this book.
I have referred to this book all of my life. Approximately
four years ago I got an e-mail in from an editor of “Think
and Grow Rich!" They were doing a new revised copy of it,
and he wanted a little bleep from me, like they put in it from
different people that have read and used the book. Anyhow,
I made the back cover of the book. I will read what it says
to you.
“THINK AND GROW RICH! BUY IT…YOU HAVE A
BOOK. READ IT …YOU HAVE THE BLUEPRINT. DO
IT…YOU HAVE THE WORLD”. Cactus Jack Barringer,
Entrepreneur, Inventor, Salesman Extraordinaire. I
would highly recommend it to anybody that wants to be an
entrepreneur, because I have read thousands of books on
the subject, and this book is the Entrepreneur’s Bible.
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Those who show up at the
table get the bread.

From this point on …Drive in
the passing lane.

There is a dream out there
with your name on it. The
secret YOU HAVE TO GO
GET IT. Bill Clinton

Now, back to being an entrepreneur, the main thing that I
would like to focus on today, because it’s the number one
question that I get is, How do you get ideas for million
dollar products, and where do they come from?
So what I am going to do is go through a series of some of
the things that I have invented; I have 12 patents, and
numerous other products that I have not patented for one
reason or the other. One of the most important things I
want to share with you today is that when entrepreneurs
start talking about all their past and all the wonderful things
they have done, and say look at me, everything I do is
perfect. That’s not true. A true entrepreneur, if he has had
any success, has probably had five to ten projects leading
up to that, that haven’t worked.
It’s a numbers game when you are developing products and
being an entrepreneur. I am 65 years old and probably my
one claim to fame is I have never had a job. Not that my
wife hasn’t recommended that a few times, but I just went
from one project to the next. Some of them work and some
of them don’t. But the neat thing about it is, if you get a
home run, all you have to do is have one winning project
and it makes up for everything else.
I will share with you a major home run here in a minute, but
I want to tell you about one of my first products. Anybody
ever arm wrestle in here? Any of you guys, ever arm wrestle
before? When I was a kid I was an arm wrestler, and in fact,
I was pretty good at it. There are some different phrases I
am going to use today and they are sort of catch phrases as
far as finding products. Find a need and fill it, or find a
problem and solve it. That’s all there is to getting ideas,
find a need and fill it, find a problem and solve it.

I will give you an example. In the sport of arm-wrestling
there were always lots of arguments. The guys would argue
over the grip, the difference in their arm length, and if they
get beat they claim, this wasn’t fair. Your arm was too long,
or you were digging your fingernails into my hand.
Many years ago, I was in a lounge in Hastings, Nebraska. It
had a big long bar and there was a rail at the end of it. I
was standing there with a buddy of mine, and as we were
talking, he just sat there and kept turning that rail. I am
standing next to him – you know how little things like that
will drive you nuts.
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Whatever you can do or
dream you can begin it.
Boldness has genius, power,
and magic in it.
Building a company is like
riding a bicycle. Bad things
happen when you stop
peddling.

I would rather have one day
of “Something Wonderful”
than a lifetime of nothing
special.

So I grabbed a hold of it so he couldn’t turn it. We were into
a little bit of tug of war, moving that bar back and forth.
I finally reached into my pocket and I pulled out a quarter. I
laid it on the rail, and I said, “All right now, if it falls this
way, you win, if it falls that way, I win.” So we started doing
that until the quarter fell off. Then we started betting the
quarters. We were laughing so much, several other people
came walking over and said, “Hey, let us try that.” We
literally lost our position the rest of the night. Everybody
standing there was betting who is going to win or which way
the quarter is going to fall. While I was standing over to the
side and watching that, I drew out a little diagram on a
napkin.
The next day I called up a welder and I said, “I have an
idea; I want to have you make something for me.” So they
made a really crude little pipe that had a little place on top
to put a coin in and it was sort of cool. But then I came up
with the idea of welding some arms on the end of it. Well, to
make a long story short, I came up with the idea of
developing an arm wrestling machine. Here is the other
thing you need to know about being an entrepreneur; you
don’t have to have all the answers. I am going to give you
an example. Now, this is a little scale model of the arm
wrestling machine I invented; it was called MONSTER ARM
WRESTLING. I was not a carpenter and I did not know how
to make a cabinet. I was not a machinist and I didn’t know
how to do metal work. I wasn’t an electrician. I am so afraid
of electric things; I would hardly plug something into the
wall. But here is what I did know. I did know where to find a
carpenter, I did know where to find a machinist, and I knew
where to find an electrician. So I got them all three in a
room; I had this diagram and I said, “Here is what I want to
do.” It’s called a Mastermind Group.
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The chosen hear voices.
Most that respond to those
voices become Crazy &
Legends.

Nothing ever happens if you
don’t show up.

If you’re going to make an
omelet you’ve got to break a
few eggs.

Here again, to make a long story short, after they did all
their work, I ended up with an arm wrestling machine.
These are electric lights, and you put your elbow on this
pad, pull on the arm, and a light lights up when you have a
winner. You could adjust for the difference in the arm length
and there was no arguing over the grip.
We formed an organization called The WMA, “World Monster
Association,” took the sport into 50 states and eight foreign
countries, and developed the largest arm wrestling
organization in the world. That was one of my first projects.
So here again, ideas come from the simplest little things.
Now here’s another product that I came up with. I was in
the cleaner business of manufacturing and selling liquid
cleaners back in 1990. In 1994 I was sitting in my living
room with my wife watching television, and a commercial
came on.

There was this guy with a little funny hat, he went, plop,
plop, fizz, fizz, oh, what a relief it is. That’s old Speedy AlkaSeltzer. I watched that commercial, looked over at my wife
and said, "I just got a million dollar idea." She said what” I
said, “Cleaner is 95% water. Anytime you buy a cleaner
95% of it is plain, ordinary water with just a little bit of
chemical in it.” I thought, well, why couldn’t a person make
a tablet that would fizz like an Alka-Seltzer and drop it in
your own water? Because all that liquid cleaner is bottled in
California or Texas or some place, and who is paying for
shipping all that water? The customer is, and who is paying
for the bottles that you keep throwing away?
I went to my chemist, and I told him that I wanted to
develop a powdered formula to make a cleaner. While they
were working on that (it took about three, four months to
get it all developed), I went to work on the marketing. My
idea was, well, if I am Cactus Jack, what do cowboys have?
They have bullets. I had tooling made to look like a 45caliber bullet.
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I would rather live atop a
pumpkin and have it all to
myself than to be crowded on
a velvet cushion.

If you want to be a Knight act
like a Knight. Don Quixote

The only thing in the middle
of the road is a yellow line
and a dead Armadillo.

My solid cleaner has five active ingredients in it. You just
take an empty bottle, fill it full of warm water, and drop that
tablet down in there. It fizzes like an Alka-Seltzer, and
makes a bottle of cleaner.
Then I went to ammunition companies; I used an actual 45caliber ammunition box, and these cleaner bullets, are put
into it.
Just when I had gotten this project done, a friend of ours
from church said, “You know there is that big TV show
coming to Iowa in about two weeks looking for new products
to sell on television.” I said never even had heard it.

QVC
The name stands for Quality, Value, and Convenience
shopping. They were coming on a tour all across the United
States going to all 50 states in 50 weeks looking for new
products. I decided I was going attend it and expose my
new product. There were 300 companies from Iowa alone,
all exhibiting there. You set up a booth and you had five
minutes to tell your story to the reps from the shopping
network.
The other thing that I have learned about marketing is that
it’s one thing to market a product and get attention for it,
but what you are seeing here today, the Cactus Jack
persona, is intentional. I figured that if I was going to get
somebody to listen to me and to buy my products and story,
I had to have a story myself.

I announced to my wife that I was growing a ponytail and a
beard. I had daughters at home at the time and that didn’t
quite go over all that well. So then I went on a two-week
fishing trip to Canada and when I came back I had some
beard growth. I just kept letting the hair grow.
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Don’t get too close, you will
catch my dreams.
Cactus Jack

It’s no secret, winners just do
what others won’t do.

If someone outdraws you
smile and walk away.
There’s plenty of time to look
tough when you’re out of site.

One day I came out of the bathroom, and it was about that
long. I got out a little rubber band, I put it on the back of
my hair and came walking out. They just went nuts, but
thought that I was going to cut it off! Now they can’t
imagine me not being Cactus Jack; I have become that
character.
So, back to the product. I was picked one of the 20 finalists
from the State of Iowa to go on the TV show. They were
going to bring their QVC mobile studios to Dyersville, Iowa,
where the movie ‘Field of Dreams’ was filmed. Iowa
Governor Terry Branstad was there, and it was huge.

The Shopping Network gave me a pre-order of $100,000
worth of product. The first order I ever had on this was for
$100,000 from QVC. They gave me ten minutes to go on
the air and tell my story and demonstrate it. I went on and
in eight minutes, right across the screen it said, “Sold Out.”
I sold that $100,000 worth of product in eight minutes.
I was presented a plaque entitled, “The Best Of The Quest.”
I won Best of Show for the State of Iowa with this. Then
they brought me into the studios and ordered a quarter of a
million dollars worth of the cleaner to sell on the shopping
network.
The next time I went in to the studios they gave me 12
minutes, and I sold out the quarter of a million dollar order.
Over the next four-and-a-half years I sold ten million dollars
worth of One Shot Cleaner on QVC. To this day it is still the
largest selling cleaning product in QVC history. This little box
makes 50 bottles of cleaner. When you get done with your
first bottle (you know how green conscious we are now
days), instead of throwing the bottle away you just use it
over again. So I had a great story to go with it.
Here again, my focus today is, where do these ideas come
from? One was from just sitting there at the end of the bar,
turning that brass rail that became The Monster Arm
Wrestling Machine. This One Shot Cleaning Bullet came from
watching a commercial and seeing Speedy Alka-Seltzer.
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He who is already wet is not
afraid of rain.

Assume a virtue if you have it
not. SHAKESPEARE

And we are never going to
survive unless we get a little
crazy.
SEAL

They are called “TRIGGERS,” and that’s what you need to
be looking for in your life. What’s that “TRIGGER?” What’s
that thing that says this is a good idea?
Now, I am going to segway here a minute. Everybody in
their mind, at one time has thought of something they
thought was a pretty good idea, haven’t you? Now, let me
ask you this, “When you get that idea, what’s the first thing
that you do?” Because you are excited about it, you tell a
buddy, you tell a couple of friends and they, wanting to be a
little bit cautious, say, “Oh yeah, but Frank, did you think
about this?” Then what do you do? You run it by mom and
dad and they want to protect you. Just think about it; they
give you these negatives. Then if you get beyond the friends
and the relatives and you go to the point where you are
going to talk to an attorney about it or a banker, that’s what
you hear, negatives, to the point you start doubting your
own idea and yourself. All of a sudden it’s sort of - just let
go!
Some of the best -- in fact, 90% of all the best ideas ever
thought of were probably never done because somebody
discouraged them. I am going to tell you what I call those
people,”DREAM THIEVES.” Those are your dreams and
somebody just stole them from you. You have got to be
very careful about that going into life, because you are
going to find this out. I have a whole two-page article I
have written up about “DREAM THIEVES.”
Also I have a list of 25 DIFFERENT WAYS TO MARKET
THE SAME PRODUCT OR SERVICE. It lists everything
from
direct
to
customers,
television
commercials,
infomercials, and websites. We will talk a little bit about
infomercials in a few minutes.
With regards to TV shopping, in 1995 when I first went on
QVC they were doing about three-and-a-half billion dollars a
year. That was back when everybody sort of laughed at
buying on TV and people didn’t trust them; who is going to
send in their money and give away credit card information.
That’s changed a lot. Especially with QVC and Home
Shopping Network; I have done shows with both of them,
and they are very honorable companies. It has grown from
three-and-a-half billion to last year QVC did seven-and-ahalf billion dollars on TV sales, and Home Shopping does
about five billion a year. So it’s a big and growing business.
All right, lets just keep on going. How do you get ideas? I
am a fisherman. I love to fish and I have fished all my life. I
have my own airplane and I fly up to Canada a lot. I told
you the story about Speedy Alka-Seltzer, now here is
another one.
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After the final winnowing of
men, the heroes, the villains,
and the clowns emerge.

If we must have problems it is
better to worry about them in
the back seat of a Cadillac.

Go Big or Go Home

One day I was watching a movie. I bet everybody has seen
the movie ‘Jaws’ staring Richard Dreyfuss. There is a scene
in the movie, where they are in a boat and they are
chumming for sharks. They are putting blood in the water
because they want to catch Jaws.
That little trigger gave me an idea, I thought, well, you
know what, smaller fish are just like big fish, they are
attracted by blood, especially a wounded fish. I took my
bullets and had them made into blood bait; they have blood,
chicken gut, minnow, mica, and blue cheese in them. It’s
like I said to a group the other day, it’s just like eating at
the salad bar at Country Kitchen
The outcome was a dissolvable blood bait pellet. Then I
designed a fishing lure I call the ONE SHOT FISHING
SYSTEM. It looks like an ordinary fishing lure, but it’s got a
secret compartment in it, in the bottom. You take that
pellet, you put it inside of the fishing lure, put that little
secret compartment cover back on, and cast it into the
water. There is a little hole on top, and water goes in to it.
The bait starts fizzing and dissolving, and as you are
bringing it through the water, it’s leaving out a blood trail.
At the same time it’s wiggling like a wounded fish, and a
bass will go after a wounded fish twice as fast. So it gives it
action and at the same time leaves that blood trail out.

Then we filmed a fishing infomercial on the lure. I got the
two top ranked fisher women in the world in it, and several
top fishermen. We sold this on infomercials, sold it on QVC,
and did very well with it.
The thing that you need to know about infomercial products,
all of them, is that (in fact, this is a really neat thing to
know as far as marketing) when you see the infomercial
product on television, it’s like the Chop-O-Matic widget, or
some other gadget. You’ve probably seen the TV pitchman
called Vince; he sells the Sham-Wow Shammies or whatever
it is. Anyhow, he is a wacko. When you see something sell
for $19.95, there is a five to one mark-up in it.
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The road to excess leads to
the palace of wisdom.

I can’t act, I can’t ride, I can’t
sing, and I’ve got a Million
Dollars to prove it.
GENE AUTRY

Catch on fire with
“Enthusiasm.”
People will come for miles
just to watch you burn!

In other words, they are making that for $4.00. If it sells for
$29.95, it’s about five times mark-up or a $6.00 cost.
But the bottom line is there is a huge mark-up in this stuff
(99% of the time it’s made in China). The goal, years ago,
was to make money from the sales of an item on TV. But
the cost over time has doubled and doubled, to the point
where lots of infomercials don’t make it. The ones that do,
all they want to do is sell enough product to pay for the cost
of having it on TV. If they can keep it on TV by selling
enough to pay for the cost of the time, the product, the
credit card processing, then they have a home run, because
they get millions and millions of dollars of “BRANDING” and
it will sell when it goes to the retail market.
They “BRAND” that item in your mind, because they know
that eight out of ten of you aren’t going to buy it from TV,
but will one day when you are out there at Walgreen’s or KMart. Right on the end aisle it says, “As Seen On TV,” and
there’s Vince and his little shammies, Ron Popeil and the
Showtime Oven, Billy Mays and Oxi Clean, all right there on
the shelf, and it’s five dollars cheaper than what you have
seen it on TV.

Customers think, “I have always wanted to get one of
these,” and they buy it. They think, I beat them, I didn’t
have to pay for the freight and I got it five dollars cheaper.
That was the plan all along. If you go to Walgreen’s right
now they have mountains of the new Barack Obama election
plates that we have all seen advertised. It’s all gone to the
retail stores and they will make tens of millions on that
because you didn’t order it on TV. You will buy it there, and
much cheaper.
Here again, where did this idea come from? Watching the
movie called ‘Jaws’. Simple little triggers that lead you into
different thinking.
A few years ago. I was watching a TV show and this woman
was scrubbing the floor. She was an elderly gal and she was
bending over to do her cleaning. She would get down on her
knees to remove a stain from her carpet. Well, I came up
with an idea!
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Is it time to pull over and
change the air in your head?

Fortune sides with him who
dares.

If you dream, dream out loud.

See that little tube right there, that’s full of cleaner. THE
STAIN CANE has an injection chamber, like the magazine
on a rifle, to hold them. You put that little tube inside of The
Stain Cane, but before you put it in, you set it in the
microwave and heat it for ten seconds. The other thing that
I know about cleaner that most people don’t know is it
works better if it’s hot than it does if its cold.

Put it in and it has a little trigger that sprays, and then it
sprays the carpet. It also has a little brush that rotates, and
without bending over you can take that stain out of the
carpet. As I mentioned it is called the Stain Cane. I am
really big on names. I think a name says a lot, such as
Monster Arm Wrestling and Cactus Jack’s 1-Shot. A name is
very important when you come up with an idea. This was
the Stain Cane; it also went out on infomercial.

Back to the cleaner. Because of the 1-Shot Cleaner, then I
came out with the ONE SHOT LAUNDRY BULLETS. When
you buy Laundry like Tide or Oxydol or anything, 85% of
that is filler, to make the box look bigger. The 1-Shot
Laundry bullet has not only got laundry detergent, it has
fabric softener, enzymes, and a stain remover in it. You
start the automatic washer, you throw it in, it dissolves, and
it does a giant load of laundry. You can also wet the end of
it, pencil it into the stain, and it will take the stain out. So I
branched out into different ancillary products.
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Luck is BELIEVING you’re
lucky.

Never let them see you sweat.

If you think money doesn’t
buy happiness, you just don’t
know where to shop.

Here’s another one that is called the OXY GUN. We are all
familiar with Oxi Clean. What most people don’t know is, it
is an oxygen-oriented product. It does work if you use it
within the first 20 minutes. You make up a bottle of Oxi
Clean. You use it for the first 20 minutes; it will take the
stain out. An hour later all that oxygen has gone out and the
cleaning product is 90% dead. I developed little tablets with
oxygen based cleaner. They will go inside of the gun and
you just use two ounces of water with it. That way you are
not wasting anything.

Let’s move on. A friend of mine from Iowa City had been
working with handicapped people and he developed a
formula for soy candles. This was before soy candles
became big. He knew how to do the formulas but he
contacted me for the marketing. I put together a marketing
plan to help him get the candles on the market.

I call this product the United Scents of America Candles.
Rather than saying the United States, I say the United
Scents. Here again, it’s the name. There are six different
fragrances. One of these candles will burn 40 to 50 hours. It
will burn a lot longer than the regular paraffin candles. We
worked a lot with Iowa State on this project.

Now I want to show you a few things that we are working
on, brand new products that are going to be coming out in
the future. A friend of mine, right here in Ames, Iowa got
this idea. I like to take credit for this but it’s not my idea,
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The richest man is the one
with the most powerful
friends.

When all is said and done,
there is usually more said
than done.

Men do not fail from lack of
opportunity, they fail from
lack of purpose.
BILLY SUNDAY

it’s his. He has dogs and they are very finicky. He was
telling me one day how they wouldn’t eat. He was trying to
think of something that you put on the dog food to make it
more palatable. He knows if you pour a little bit of gravy on
their dog food, they will eat better.

I went to a chemist and said I wanted to develop a formula
that when you spray it on the dog food, it will enhance their
appetite. So we developed this product.
The product is neat and there is a need for it, but I am
going to tell you that what’s going to sell the product is the
name, SLOBBER SAUCE. That’s the number one key thing
we are going to push. Its got a goofy dog on it, looking like
he is real happy with what he is eating and it’s going to be
called Slobber Sauce. You take the dog food and spray a
little Slobber Sauce on it. It’s got an appetite enhancer in it,
and the dogs love it. It’s going to come out in different
flavors. Beef Wellington, Chicken Cordon Bleu, and Tasty
Tuna. This is a new item that’s just been developed.

Another thing that I want to share with you is I am a big
believer in little catch phrases. When you get these ideas,
people get them in their minds and they walk around with
them. “THOUGHT DETERMINES WHAT YOU WANT,
ACTION DETERIMINES WHAT YOU GET!” That little idea,
if you get it into the back of your mind, it will be worth a lot.
All the rest of your life, you are going to get a million ideas,
and that isn’t going to pay you a dime.
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Ulcers is what you get from
mountain climbing over mole
holes.

The second you have a
problem SOLVE IT.

In a stiff wind, even a Turkey
can fly.

It’s what you do about the ideas. Remember, “Thought
determines what you want, action determines what you
get.”
Now I am going to go back to another idea. This is another
item that I just came out with that was made in China. This
is a prototype and it just arrived. Where did this idea come
from? My wife and I are on yo-yo diets. About five years
ago we went on diets. I lost 50 pounds, she lost 30 pounds,
and a year later we put the weight back on.

Two years ago we joined Weight Watchers. Here again, I
stuck to it and I lost that 50 pounds. Before you know it, the
biggest problem I found is that, once I reach a goal, how do
I celebrate? By having a bowl of ice cream, that big, every
night.
One of the big things we learned is how important exercise
is. Have we all seen this infomercial out right now for what’s
called the Perfect Pushup? Those are big; it’s a huge, huge
success.
Now, this item is for pushups. You see these bands right
here? There are several different bands, they are
interchangeable. It’s for guys like me. I am 65 years old,
weighing 260 pounds, I can’t do a pushup. I wanted the
action of a push up and I wanted to be able to work up to it.
On the end there is a little counter, it counts, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
etc. each time you do a push up. Now I am going to need
someone to help demonstrate this. What’s your name?

Adam, I want you to get down and lay right on that thing.
Now, you are almost going to bounce on it. You can move
anyway that you want, the way you are most comfortable.
There you go. I want you to press down. Yes, there you go,
there you go. Now see how that brings you back up?
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In the land of trail mix if you
take out the nuts and fruits all
you have is flakes.

Not everybody ends up sitting
down when the music stops.

Without belief every man you
meet is a sinner, every place
you go is a hell.

See, he doesn’t have the full force of all of his weight to lift
up. This helps so he can do the exercise until his body is in
shape enough to where he can make it tighter. You can
loosen the machine up or you can tighten it up. It’s called
the “BODY JAC.” Here again, the name, Body Jac, to jac
you up. Give Adam a hand.
I guess the whole point of what I am trying to say is, you all
have good ideas, and you have a lot of really good ideas.
What you have to do is follow through with them, and don’t
let people discourage you. What I would like to do now is
just open it up for any kind of questions. You have one?
Audience Member:
problems?

I do. Have you had any unexpected

Absolutely, I will give you an example. This Monster Arm
Wrestling machine was a tremendous success. Then several
years later I came up with an idea for a team machine,
where two guys could arm-wrestle two others or mixed
couples could arm-wrestle (guy-girl vs. guy-girl). It was a
tremendous machine.

Now notice the Monster Machine. If I am sitting here, see
how that pad is at an angle. It isn’t right in front of me, its
clear over here. The reason is that’s the way your arm goes,
it flows back and forth like this. It doesn’t go this way; it
would go with your joints. So it was specifically designed so
that you wouldn’t get any broken arms.
When we developed the team arm wrestling machine, it was
a beautiful looking machine, but because of the gearing
system in it you couldn’t do this with the pads. So what we
were going to do is have people stand in a different position
so it would go with the natural movement of their arm.
I sold 30 some franchisees with this machine (By the way I
sold 315 franchises with the Monster Arm Wrestling Machine
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at anywhere from $15,000-20,000 a piece, over a period of
about six years. I was in USA Today, Wall Street Journal,
and had several other huge write-ups.) Which reminds me I
want to address something about public relations here in a
minute.
However, shortly after I got these team machines out there,
I got a phone call from Oregon. It was one of the new
dealers and I said, “How are the tournaments going”? He
said, “Well, the tournament went fine, but we had a broken
arm last night.”
I don’t remember what I told him, but two days later I had a
call from another dealer who said that they had a broken
arm. Bottom line, before I could get those machines recalled
I had dozens of broken arms and a tremendous amount of
lawsuits over it. I had become a millionaire at the time, lost
every penny of it, and ended up bankrupting the company.
Most people won’t tell you things like that about being an
entrepreneur.
Being an entrepreneur can be risky. However, here is
another one of my little phrases, “THE BIGGEST RISK
YOU WILL EVER TAKE IS NOT TAKING RISKS!” Because
when you don’t take risk, yes, you are not going to have
people talking about you behind your back and you’re not
going to lose a lot of money but the flip side of that is you’re
not going to make any either. What I tell everybody is that
the people who don’t take risk want to make it safely to
death, without too much discredit.
That’s just part of the game. I could probably come up with
five or six more to go right along with it. But here all I can
say is, the name of the game is, you just get right back up
and do your next one. Because with my cleaning bullet idea,
one little idea made up for many of the losses and I made a
lot of money with it.
Any other questions? Okay, who has the next one?
Audience Member: So in a couple of your products you said
you had a team of masterminds that helped you put the
idea together. How do you work out a contract with them, or
how do they get reimbursed for helping you with it?
Every case is different. I will give you an example. When I
developed The Monster Arm Wrestling Machine it was back
in the 1970s. The guy that designed the cabinet, the
engineer, the electrician’s fee weren’t that much so I just
paid them outright. That was no big deal.
But when you go into other items, like the fishing lure. I
developed that and I wanted to get it on infomercial. When
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you develop an infomercial, its very costly. One show, a
half-an-hour show, will run anywhere from $150,000350,000 to produce. Also you have got to keep in mind that
only about 1 in 10 ever produced makes money. So that’s a
risk, right?
What did I do, I laid the risk off. I got an infomercial
company, sold them on the idea of the item and they agreed
to produce the infomercial for a percent of the profits. I laid
off the $300,000 in risk. This was a $300,000 show; the
toughest show to ever shoot is a fishing show. When you
are doing cooking, it’s all controlled, you just make it in the
kitchen, but with the fishing show, you are out there sitting
on water, fishing with camera crews that you are paying a
lot of money, waiting for you to catch a fish.
The other thing that we did was partnered with a Chinese
manufacturer and I told them if they would develop this
item, pay for all the tooling and manufacture, I would give
them exclusive manufacturing rights. So I got a
manufacturing company to pay for the tooling and got an
infomercial company to pay for the cost of putting it on the
air, and then I just took a percent of every sale. So I laid off
the risk.
Frankly, now that I have gotten to the age that I am, that’s
what I do with all my products. For example, the Body Jac. I
got a Chinese manufacturer to do the tooling for it and to
build the prototype. He is going to be the exclusive
manufacturer, and they will get their money back out of
that.
It takes a little selling to get them to do this, but what they
have to believe in is YOU. Are you the guy that can breathe
the life into this product and make it happen? One of my
talents is if I get locked into an idea and I believe in it, I just
drive it and stick with it until it happen.
Then the infomercial will probably be done; I am meeting
with some people in Florida soon as we are just to the stage
now where we are talking about doing the show. I don’t
know if any of you have ever heard of Tony Little before but
that’s who we are talking to. I know Tony and he’s who we
are hoping to get to do the show. Tony has made a fortune
in the infomercial business.
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Another the question?
Audience Member: How do you compensate them?
Every deal is a little bit different, it just depends upon the
product, the company, what they are wanting, different
things like this, and it’s a matter of negotiation. But the
biggest thing to keep in your mind is try to layoff as much of
the risk as you can.
Do you have a question?
Audience Member: Would you mind sharing with us some of
the ideas that you have had that failed?
We talked about the Monster Arm Wrestling machine
already. UNCLE TUG was an electronic tug of war machine.
Now, this was incredible. It was a giant Uncle Sam with
ropes coming right through it. It was all-electrical, with a
big round barrel and a team stood on each side.
I will tell you the story behind this, it’s incredible. Have you
ever heard of baseball fantasy camps? It’s where you pay
$5,000 for a week and go to Florida to play with all of the
old time baseball greats. It’s just your fantasy to play with
some of the big name professionals that have for the most
part retired.

When I developed this tug of war machine the guy that
formulated all of those camps several years ago came to me
with another guy from California. They had seen it and they
loved it. I had only held a couple of tournaments with it, and
they bought the rights to it for $350,000. They never did
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anything with it. It just sat there for years and years. I
called them a couple or three times to find out what they
were going to do and they just never did anything with it.
To this day I don’t understand why they never promoted it.

Also there was THE MONEY MACHINE. You have probably
seen a million versions of this on the market. You get inside
an enclosed booth that blows money up in the air, and you
try to catch as much money as you can. I invented the first
one of them ever. Now, there are a million knock-offs of
them. I used to have it down at the Iowa State Fair years
ago. Did I make some money on it? Yes, but it wasn’t any
big thing.
Then we have THE BOOT HILL SHOESHINE. Now here is a
good one for you, and one that worked and didn’t work. You
talk about marketing issues. I came up with the idea to
take old style horse drawn buggies and have them made
into shoeshine stands. They were about half the size of a
regular one and had the flip top back like the old doctor’s
buggy. The customer got up and sat in them.

Then I got good-looking girls, dressed in Western wear to do
all the shoe shining. I had them in truck stops all over the
Mid-West. I had the shoeshine stands at the Valley West
Mall in Des Moines, Iowa. I had them over in Nebraska at
truck stops and malls as well. It was a gold mine. I mean,
we were getting $5.00 for a pair of boots and $4.00 for
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shoes, but the biggest thing was the tips. It went on for
quite some time.
However, I found the biggest problem was I could not
manage the girls because they all had either a boyfriend or
a husband and they wouldn’t stay away from the stands
themselves. They were jealous, didn’t want these truckers
talking to the girls. So that was the first problem.
The second problem was, I found that 8 out of 10 of the
girls had one way of accounting and I had another one. I
mean, there was no cash control, and it was an all cash
business. So it was a great idea but I couldn’t harness it,
and it got to the point where it just drove me “nuts,” and so
I sold them and moved on.
So that’s a perfect example of getting ideas, trying to make
them work and then something comes up that you hadn’t
thought through quite enough.
By the way, my web site is www.cactusjacks.com. If you
want to go on my site you can click on News and PR, pull up
articles featured in People Magazine, Wall Street Journal,
National Geographic, etc., and you can see some of these
products as well as other new products that I am
developing.

For example, I have developed the world’s first tablet
toothpaste I call TAB-A-DENT. It’s just like a little aspirin
tablet that’s toothpaste. You put it in your mouth and it just
instantly dissolves and you brush your teeth. Or you can
take a glass of water. with about an inch in the bottom of
the glass and drop it in and it fizzes, it’s mouthwash. So it’s
either toothpaste or mouthwash in a tablet form. Look at all
the traveling now days where you can’t carry liquids onto an
airplane. It would be a perfect thing to travel with. It will
tell all about that product on the web site.

How is our time here? I have to show you this item. When
you are traveling, you get to a hotel room, you have all of
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your bags, and you are there on vacation for four or five
days. Now it’s time to go out on a “side trip.” You are just
going to be gone for the day. Well, you don’t want to take
all of your stuff with you, and you don’t even want to take a
big bag.

This bag has clips on it. As you know there are a million
bags out there that have compartments on them. We have
all seen them, but they are all attached to the bag, all these
different compartments. Well, what I did was had clips put
on the bag and then this removable compartment snaps
right down in there so you can put your glasses or your cell
phone on anything you want in there that you can detach
and take with you. This just basically would be covered up.
But it’s got many different compartments to clip on the bag.

This is a briefcase and this is a backpack, and everything on
them is interchangeable, all of the different compartments.
Then if you are going out shopping for the day, it’s got
another removable compartment for that.
But the point of it is all of them are interchangeable. I have
the bags in black, I have them in red, and I have them in
camouflage for hunters. I have a cabin down in Southern
Iowa, I do some hunting. You have your big bag with
everything in it, but now you are going to go out hunting,
and don’t need everything. You just take the clip off and
this will slide right down your belt or it will snap onto your
belt, either one.
The name, SIDE TRIP BAGS. So this is another brand new
product that has just come out. Okay, next question.
Audience Member: Have you ever found that your persona
has limited your marketing or your credibility in any way?
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First I thought it really would, but what my persona does is
set me apart. Like it said in that video, “The More Flash, The
More Cash,” “Gaudy Is Good.” I am going to give an
example of how I first used this.
After they had sent me an order for a quarter of a million
dollars QVC invited me to come to their studios located in
West Chester, Pennsylvania. I turned the TV on and I
started watching QVC. Every vendor on there, one right
after another all looked alike. They all had their sport coat
and tie on, and they looked very, very professional. Then I
came to one guy named Richard Simmons.

Richard is running around there screaming and yelling, and
he has on his little shorts with all the stars on them. I
looked at the sales on the bottom of the screen. (By the
way, when you are watching one of those networks and it
says numbers sold, and it’s like a computer rolling out,
those numbers are exact. That isn’t fake stuff. Actually they
are behind, because they are in the process of being
recorded.)
None-the-less, Richard was on there, and he was just acting
like a maniac, but all the little old ladies were calling in, and
I thought, ‘Man, I have got to develop an image.” So I had
one outfit made and just got it done in time. All my outfits
are made in Hollywood at a place called Manny’s Western
Wear on Sunset Strip. He used to make a lot of Roy Rogers,
and Gene Autry’s stuff. I have a lot of flashy outfits now. As
you will see on my website.
But back to the shopping networks, I also developed a
character. I didn’t do it the first time because I was nervous
the first time I was on the air. But the second time I am on
air, I am selling my cleaner and doing demonstrations, and
a woman from California, Henrietta called in. She said,
“Cactus Jack, I watched your demonstrations there. Does
that stuff really work, because I just ordered some?” I said,
“Henrietta. It takes the rubbing out of rubbing, the
scrubbing out of scrubbing, gives you and your honey more
time for lovin.”
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The producers are out there behind the camera and they
just went crazy to think that I said that live on national
television. That is until we walked into the green room, and
the computer’s sales are coming in, and that counter is a
spinning!
What I did was endeared them to me. That’s the name of
the game, they have to like you or they are not going
to buy your product. So I developed a whole “Dog And
Pony Show” on QVC. I would have a little hand-held round
ring that was just a circle. I sprayed my cleaner on this ring,
like I did at the end of that video I showed you earlier. It
would remove a big round circle of the stain on the carpet
that I would spray cleaner onto. The stain would come out
immediately on contact. I would then say, “Cactus Jack, he’s
your hero, he takes stains down to zero,” I started doing
little ditties like this and I became known for them. The
customers loved it.
So has it hurt me? Probably to some degree, but 90% of it
has all been good, and the part that hurts me I don’t care
about.
But you have to develop it into your own personality, and
being a character isn’t for everybody. It’s just like when I
first started using the name Cactus Jack. I’ll tell you how I
got that name. When I was a kid, I was the proverbial
cowboy, always running around playing cowboy. My dad
started calling me Cactus Jack as a little joke, and then all
the neighbor kids started calling me that.
So I never outgrew that cowboy image. I didn’t use it for
years and years, and then when I decided to start Cactus
Jack’s Marketing company, I thought, well, if I am going to
be a Cactus Jack I better start looking like one. Then came
the ponytail and the beard and the gaudy look. “Gaudy Is
Good.” This is very important, I am glad you brought it up.
When you get an idea and you get beyond the Dream
Thieves (by the way, 10% is getting beyond the dream
thieves) the next thing is it’s got to be funded. You are
getting out of college, have some college debt and you say,
I have an idea but it’s going to cost $5,000, it’s going to
cost $50,000, or it might cost $100,000. So what do you
do? You go out and try to get it funded.
Way back when before the savings and loan crisis in the
1980’s, you could go borrow money on your name. That
doesn’t happen anymore. If you want to borrow money -first of all, banks are not venture capitalist. I don’t care how
good your idea is, they want your house, your car, and your
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baby’s birth certificate. They don’t care how great your idea
is. So banks aren’t great places to go.
Perhaps you go to venture capital firms, or you’ve got angel
investors. That’s another whole phase we can do a session
on, getting projects funded through venture capitalists and
angels.
The other thing is, let’s say that you get your idea and you
get beyond the dream thieves and now you have even
received the money. Usually I would say probably 75% of all
the ideas drop right there, because you have tried for two to
three years and it doesn’t happen. You are only 20% home,
because 80% of it is marketing.
You couldn’t be taking better classes than you are right now
as far as entrepreneurship and marketing skills. That’s 80%
of the game. I can’t tell you the people who come to me and
they say, “I have a million dollar idea.” I say, “Well, let me
just tell you this, you can have a terrible product and you
can make a million dollars.” Look at some of the stuff that
sells on infomercial. What was the key, tremendous
marketing. Then you can have a great product and you can
lose $10 million.
There is a story I am familiar with about a guy who invented
something. He is a doctor and invented an item to be used
in hospital emergency rooms. It was a phenomenal
invention. He liked it so well, he was going to fund it
himself, which he did. He was going to do all the marketing,
because he just wanted the whole thing. The bottom line of
that is, when he ran out of the money that he had to put
into it, which was $800,000, he went out and started
borrowing other money. There was close to $2 million lost
on it. But he wouldn’t listen to anybody and it turned into a
total disaster. Great idea, wrong guy, wrong marketing plan.
You can have a terrible product and have a multi-million
dollar success with good marketing.
Audience Member: What do you think is the most important
thing when it comes to marketing?
The most important thing to marketing? I’ve got to be
honest with you, because there are so many different ways
to market, it’s FINDING THE RIGHT WAY TO MARKET
YOUR PRODUCT.
For example, on this paper that I am handing out, it has 25
DIFFERENT WAYS TO MARKET A PRODUCT OR
SERVICE. It’s deciding which is the best route. That’s the
toughest thing.
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For instance, I will give you the difference between a
television commercial and a TV infomercial. You produce a
television commercial, and then go out and buy the time.
Spending a few million dollars to brand the product. For
example, Clorox Company came out with a brand new
product several years ago called Clorox Clean-Up. Before it
ever went on the shelf, because shelf space in a store is
very sought after, Clorox spent seven to eight million dollars
on commercials advertising Clorox Clean-Up. It wasn’t even
on the shelf yet. They branded it in the consumer’s minds so
that the customers would go into the grocery stores and
say, “I need some Clorox, where is that Clorox Clean-Up?”
The grocer didn’t have it, and he knew that if he didn’t move
something down and make room for that Clorox Clean-Up,
they would go over to their competitor’s store and purchase
it.
So that’s marketing. You know what I mean? They branded
it in the customer’s mind before it ever got on the shelf and
forced it on to the store shelves.

The way that you get an infomercial on the air is you
immediately start selling product. Clorox is using seven
million upfront in cash. An infomercial, as soon as you get it
on the air, you start selling some product direct to the
customer. You bring that money in and then what happens?
They will do a test. The first week that they run an
infomercial, they will go out and buy 20 spots across the
United States; North, South, East, West, and in the center,
and they will run that test to see if the show sold enough to
pay for the cost of everything. If it did, now it’s going to go
to what’s called a “Roll Out.”
The next week they will buy 20 stations. With money that
comes in off of that, plus the profits, they will go out and
buy 80. It takes 90 days for an infomercial product to go to
what’s called full “Roll Out.” This is where they are on TV
every the time you turn it on. It will be driving you nuts.
I would really have to think about the most important thing.
I guess probably that might be it, deciding which way you
are going to market the product.
One last question.
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Audience Member: When you were first exposing your
inventions were you ever afraid that someone would steal
your ideas?
When I first came out with the Monster Arm Wrestling
Machine, I patented that. I was so protective of it. Then I
got it out on the market holding tournaments, rather than
selling the machines.
What I have found out over the years is that I can take 90%
of my products, give them to 90% of the people and fund
them, and they would still mess it up. You know what I
mean? So over the years I have found that, yes, you get
your patent, and the main reason that you get your patent
is, it will help protect you, but the reality of it is, if patents
are so good, why are there over 300 types of cameras? If
patents are so good, why are there so many different
automobiles?
If someone wants to steal your idea, they take it across the
street to another attorney and say, what do I have to do to
change this a little bit. To me, the name of the game is
getting in there; hitting it as hard and as fast as you can. If
you are a year to two years ahead of anybody else, you are
going to get 80% of the money, and then move on.
I guess I will end with this.
“There comes a time in the lives of men when taken
at its flood leads onto fame and fortune. Omitted, you
live in the shallows all the days of your lives and you
lose your ventures.”
When you get out of college there is going to be a tide and
you are going to see it; it might be the first year, it might be
five years or ten years from now, but when that tide comes
in, ride it, because its a lot of fun.
Thank you very much.
Cactus Jack
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“Cactus Jack is an Entrepreneurial Wizard”
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It‘s Amazing! “Cactus Jack has become a star” Bill Geist
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“A boon to mankind if ever there was”
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“ He’s a development to watch”
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